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EDITOR’S NOTE
It is believed that
a good beginning
makes a bad end
and the reverse is
equally believed to
be true. With the
ﬁrst quarter of the
calendar year having
an accomplishment
of
good
high
peak events and
happenings like the 19th Annual General Meeting and
the genesis of the UACE YPF based upon which new
energies were set, this proverb falls short in view of
the upcoming good things whose rails have been set
in this ﬁrst quarter.
Simply put: when it comes to UACE, a good beginning
makes a good end.
This year UACE has queued up numerous activities
primarily geared at developing the member ﬁrms
through a diverse range of capacity building programs
like FIDIC trainings, NCFs, seminars and workshops
and as they unfold our quarterly editions shall bring
to your desk.
The banner of our quarterly editions is still ﬂying
high in its words “Ideas that make a difference” and
therefore it is upon this platform that I present to you
our Newsletter for this ﬁrst quarter of 2016.
Nsimbe Joseph
UACE Secretary General

Transforming our world,
the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development

UACE
Inside.

The interlinkages and integrated nature of the SDGs are of
crucial importance in ensuring that the purpose of the new
Agenda is realised. If the ambitions are realised across the full
extent of the Agenda, the lives of all will be profoundly improved
and the world will be transformed for the better.

Transforming our world
The 2030 Agenda
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To address these challenges and commitments effectively, a new
approach is needed. Sustainable development recognises that
eradicating poverty in all its forms and dimensions, combating
inequality within and among countries, preserving the planet,
creating inclusive and sustainable economic growth, and
fostering social inclusion are interdependent.
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This article is a summary of sections of the United Nations Post2015 Development Agenda, which has sustainable development at
its centre, and which was adopted by the United Nations General
Assembly on 27 September 2015. This Agenda hopes to galvanise
development efforts and guide global and national development
priorities over the next ﬁfteen years. Hence its scope is of enormous
importance to engineers.
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The co-facilitators of this Agenda (who met at the United
Nations Headquarters in New York from 25–27 September
2015) recognise that eradicating poverty in all its forms and
dimensions is the greatest global challenge, and an indispensable
requirement for sustainable development.
The Agenda is applicable to all countries, taking into account
different national realities, capacities and levels of development,
while respecting national policies and priorities. Its universal
goals and targets for developed and developing countries
alike are integrated and indivisible, and balance the three
dimensions of sustainable development (economic, social
and environmental). The Agenda resolves to see its goals and
targets met globally, and it is determined to take the bold and
transformative steps which are urgently needed to shift the
world onto a sustainable and resilient path.
The 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) with their
169 targets contained in the Agenda demonstrate its scale and
ambition. The goals and targets seek to build on the Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs) and complete what these did not
achieve.The goals and targets will stimulate action over thenext
ﬁfteen years in areas of critical importance for humanity, i.e.
people, planet, prosperity, peace and partnership.
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OUR WORLD TODAY
Currently immense challenges to sustainable development are
being experienced. Billions of citizens continue to live in poverty
and are denied a life of dignity. There are rising inequalities
within and among countries. There are enormous disparities of
opportunity, wealth and power. Gender inequality remains a key
challenge. Unemployment, particularly youth unemployment, is a
major concern. Global health threats, more frequent and intense
natural disasters, spiraling conﬂict, violent extremism, terrorism
and related humanitarian crises, and forced displacement of
people threaten to reverse much of the development progress
made in recent decades. Natural resource depletion and adverse
impacts of environmental degradation, including desertiﬁcation,
drought, land degradation, freshwater scarcity and loss of
biodiversity, add to and exacerbate the list of challenges which
humanity faces. Climate change is one of the greatest challenges
of our time, and its adverse impacts undermine the ability of
all countries to achieve sustainable development. Increases in
global temperature, sea level rise, ocean acidiﬁcation and other
climate change impacts are seriously affecting coastal areas and
low-lying coastal countries. The survival of many societies and
the biological support systems of the planet, is at risk.
It is also, however, a time of immense opportunity. Signiﬁcant
progress has been made in meeting many development
challenges. Within the past generation, hundreds of millions
of people have emerged from extreme poverty. Access to
education has greatly increased for both boys and girls. The
spread of information and communications technology and
global interconnectedness has great potential to accelerate
human progress, to bridge the digital divide and to develop
knowledge societies, as does scientiﬁc and technological
innovation across areas as diverse as medicine and energy.
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Almost ﬁfteen years ago, the MDGs were agreed. These
provided an important framework for development, and
signiﬁcant progress has been made in a number of areas. But the
progress has been uneven, particularly in Africa, least-developed
countries, landlocked developing countries, and small island
developing states, and some of the MDGs remain off-track.
The Agenda recommits to the full realisation of all the MDGs,
including the off-track ones, in particular by providing focused
and scaled-up assistance to least-developed countries and
other countries in special situations, in line with relevant
support programmes.
In its scope, however, the framework goes far beyond the MDGs.
Alongside continuing development priorities, such as poverty
eradication, health, education and food security and nutrition,
it sets out a wide range of economic, social and environmental
objectives. It also promises more peaceful and inclusive
societies, and, crucially, deﬁnes means of implementation.

THE NEW AGENDA
The new Goals came into effect on 1 January 2016 and will
guide decision-making over the next 15 years. The Agenda will
be implemented regionally, nationally and globally, with due
respect to all the above-mentioned global realities, capacities
and levels of development. In addition the importance of the
regional and sub-regional dimensions, regional economic
integration and interconnectivity in sustainable development is
recognised, because regional and sub-regional frameworks can
facilitate the effective translation of sustainable development
policies into concrete action at national level.
Although each country faces speciﬁc challenges in its pursuit
of sustainable development, the most vulnerable countries
(in particular African countries, least-developed countries,
landlocked developing countries and small island developing
states) deserve special attention, as do countries ﬁnding
themselves in conﬂict and post-conﬂict situations. The serious
challenges within many middle-income countries should also
not be overlooked.

IMPLEMENTATION
The new Agenda recognises that each country has primary
responsibility for its own economic and social development.
Hence the Agenda deals with the means required for
implementation of the Goals and targets. This includes the
mobilisation of ﬁnancial resources, as well as capacity-building
and the transfer of environmentally-sound technologies
to developing countries on favourable terms, including on
concessional and preferential terms, as mutually agreed. Public
ﬁnance, both domestic and international, will play a vital role in
providing essential services and public goods, and in catalysing
other sources of ﬁnance.
The scale and ambition of the new Agenda requires a
revitalised global partnership to ensure its implementation.This
partnership will work in a spirit of global solidarity, in particular
solidarity with the poorest and with people in vulnerable
situations. It will facilitate an intensive global engagement
in support of implementation of all the Goals and targets,
bringing together governments, the private sector, civil society,
the United Nations systems and other actors, mobilising all
available resources.
The means of implementation targets under each SDG are
key to realising the Agenda and are of equal importance with
the other Goals and targets. These are complemented and
supported by the concrete policies and actions outlined in the
outcome document of the Third International Conference on
Financing for Development, held in Addis Ababa from 13–16
July 2015.
The essential role of national parliaments (through their
enactment of legislation, adoption of budgets and ensuring
accountability) in the effective implementation of these
commitments is recognised. In this regard governments and
public institutions should work closely with regional and local
authorities, sub-regional institutions, international institutions,
academia, philanthropic organisations, volunteer groups and
others.

FOLLOW-UP AND FACILITATION
People who are vulnerable and who must be empowered
through the enactment of these Goals include children, the
youth, persons with disabilities, older persons, indigenous
peoples, refugees and internally displaced persons, all migrants,
and those living in areas affected by conﬂict, crime, violence,
terrorism and humanitarian emergencies.
Sustainable development cannot be realised without peace
and security, and peace and security will be at risk without
sustainable development. The new Agenda recognises the need
to build peaceful, just and inclusive societies that provide equal
access to justice and that are based on respect for human rights
(including the right to development), effective rule of law and
good governance at all levels, and transparent, effective and
accountable institutions.

There will be systematic follow-up and review of implementation
of this Agenda over the next ﬁfteen years. A robust voluntary
and integrated framework will help countries to maximise and
track progress during the implementation of the Agenda, and
will ensure that no-one is left behind.
Operating at regional, national and global levels, it will promote
accountability to citizens, support effective international
cooperation in achieving the Agenda and foster exchanges of
best practices and mutual learning. It will mobilise support to
overcome shared challenges, and identify new and emerging
issues. As this is a universal Agenda, mutual trust and
understanding among all nations will be important.
A Technology Facilitation Mechanism to support the SDGs
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has been launched. This will be based on multi-stakeholder
collaboration between member states, civil society, the private
sector, the scientiﬁc community, the United Nations entities
and other stakeholders, and will comprise:
• United Nations Interagency Task Team on Science,
Technology and Innovation for the SDGs
• collaborative Multi-stakeholder Forum on Science,
Technology and Innovation for the SDGs
• an online platform.
The United Nations Interagency Task Team on Science,
Technology and Innovation (STI) for the SDGs will promote
coordination, coherence and cooperation within the UN
system on STI-related matters, enhancing synergy and
efﬁciency, in particular to enhance capacity-building initiatives.
The Task Team will draw on existing resources and will work
with ten representatives from civil society, the private sector
and the scientiﬁc community to prepare the meetings of
the Multi-stakeholder Forum on Science, Technology and
Innovation for the SDGs, as well as assist in the development
and operationalisation of the online platform. The Task Team
will be open to participation by all UN agencies, funds and
programmes, and ECOSOC (UN Economic and Social Council)
functional commissions, and it will initially comprise the
entities that currently integrate the informal working group on
technology facilitation (i.e. the UN Department of Economic
and Social Affairs, UN Environment Programme, UNIDO,
UNESCO, UNCTAD, International Telecommunication Union,
WIPO and the World Bank).
The online platform will be used to establish a comprehensive
mapping of, and will serve as a gateway to, information on
existing STI initiatives, mechanisms and programmes, within
and beyond the UN, thereby enhancing synergies and avoiding
duplications.
The Multi-stakeholder Forum on Science, Technology and
Innovation for the SDGs will be convened once a year, for a
period of two days, to discuss STI cooperation around thematic
areas for the implementation of the SDGs, congregating all
relevant stakeholders to actively contribute in their areas
of expertise. The Forum will provide a venue for facilitating
interaction, matchmaking and the establishment of networks
between relevant stakeholders and multi-stakeholder
partnerships in order to identify and examine technology
needs and gaps, including scientiﬁc cooperation, innovation and
capacity building, and also in order to help facilitate development,
transfer and dissemination of relevant technologies for the
SDGs.

A CALL FOR ACTION TO CHANGE OUR
WORLD
Seventy years ago, an earlier generation of world leaders came
together to create the United Nations. From the ashes of war
and division they fashioned this organisation and the values of
peace, dialogue and international cooperation which underpin it.

Again a decision has been taken of great historic signiﬁcance
to build a better future for all people, including the millions
who have been denied the chance to lead decent, digniﬁed and
rewarding lives and to achieve their full human potential. We
can be the ﬁrst generation to succeed in ending poverty, just
as we may be the last to have a chance of saving the planet.
The world will be a better place in 2030 if we succeed in the
Agenda’s objectives.
The future of humanity and of our planet lies in our hands. It
lies also in the hands of today’s younger generation who will
pass the torch to future generations. The Agenda has mapped
the road to sustainable development; it will be for all of us to
ensure that the journey is successful and its gains irreversible.

THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
GOALS TO BE REALISED BY 2030
All 17 Goals are listed here for the sake of completeness, but
only those which have particular relevance to civil engineering
are expanded upon, i.e. Goals 6, 7, 9 and 11.
Goal 1. End poverty in all its forms everywhere.
Goal 2. End hunger, achieve food security and
improved nutrition, and promote sustainable
agriculture.
Goal 3. Ensure healthy lives and promote wellbeing for all at all ages.
Goal 4. Ensure inclusive and equitable quality
education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all.
Goal 5. Achieve gender equality and empower all
women and girls.
Goal 6. Ensure availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation for all.
6.1 Achieve universal and equitable access to safe and affordable
drinking water for all.
6.2 Achieve access to adequate and equitable sanitation and
hygiene for all and end open-defecation, paying special
attention to the needs of women and girls and those in
vulnerable situations.
6.3 Improve water quality by reducing pollution, eliminating
dumping and minimising the release of hazardous chemicals
and materials, halving the proportion of untreated
wastewater, and substantially increasing recycling and safe
reuse globally.
6.4 Substantially increase water-use efﬁciency across all
sectors and ensure sustainable withdrawals and supply
of freshwater to address water scarcity, and substantially
reduce the number of people suffering from water scarcity.
6.5 Implement integrated water resources management at all
levels, including through transboundary cooperation, as
appropriate.
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6.6 Protect and restore water-related ecosystems, including
mountains, forests, wetlands, rivers, aquifers and lakes.
6.7 Expand international cooperation and capacity-building
support to developing countries in water- and sanitationrelated activities and programmes, including water
harvesting, desalination, water efﬁciency, wastewater
treatment, recycling and reuse technologies.
6.8 Support and strengthen the participation of local
communities in improving water and sanitation
management.
Goal 7. Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable
and modern energy for all.
7.1 Ensure universal access to affordable, reliable and modern
energy services.
7.2 Increase substantially the share of renewable energy in the
global energy mix.
7.3 Double the global rate of improvement in energy efﬁciency.
7.4 Enhance international cooperation to facilitate access to
clean energy research and technology, including renewable
energy, energy efﬁciency and advanced and cleaner
fossil-fuel technology, and promote investment in energy
infrastructure and clean energy technology.
7.5 Expand infrastructure and upgrade technology for
supplying modern and sustainable energy services for
all in developing countries, in particular least-developed
countries, landlocked developing countries and small island
developing states, in accordance with their respective
programmes of action.
Goal 8. Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable
economic growth, full and productive employment, and
decent work for all.
Goal 9. Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive
and sustainable industrialisation, and foster innovation.
9.1 Develop quality, reliable, sustainable and resilient
infrastructure, including regional and trans-border
infrastructure, to support economic development and
human wellbeing, with a focus on affordable and equitable
access for all.
9.2 Promote inclusive and sustainable industrialisation and, by
2030, signiﬁcantly raise industry’s share of employment and
gross domestic product, in line with national circumstances,
and double its share in least-developed countries.
9.3 Increase the access of small-scale industrial and other
enterprises, in particular in developing countries, to
ﬁnancial services, including affordable credit, and their
integration into value chains and markets.
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9.4 Upgrade infrastructure and retroﬁt industries to make
them sustainable, with increased resource-use efﬁciency
and greater adoption of clean and environmentally
sound technologies and industrial processes, with all
countries taking action in accordance with their respective
capabilities.
9.5 Enhance scientiﬁc research, upgrade the technological
capabilities of industrial sectors in all countries, in particular
developing countries, including, by 2030, encouraging
innovation and substantially increasing the number of
research and development workers per 1 million people
and public and private research and development spending.
9.6 Facilitate sustainable and resilient infrastructure
development in developing countries through enhanced
ﬁnancial, technological and technical support to African
countries, least-developed countries, landlocked developing
countries and small island developing states.

11.7 Provide universal access to safe, inclusive and accessible,
green and public spaces, in particular for women and
children, older persons and persons with disabilities.
11.8 Support positive economic, social and environmental links
between urban, peri-urban and rural areas by strengthening
national and regional development planning.
11.9 Substantially increase the number of cities and human
settlements adopting and implementing integrated
policies and plans towards inclusion, resource efﬁciency,
mitigation and adaptation to climate change, and resilience
to disasters, and develop and implement, in line with the
Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015–
2030, holistic disaster risk management at all levels.
11.10 Support least-developed countries, including through
ﬁnancial and technical assistance, in building sustainable
and resilient buildings utilising local materials.

9.7 Support domestic technology development, research and
innovation in developing countries, including by ensuring
a conducive policy environment for, inter alia, industrial
diversiﬁcation and value addition to commodities.

Goal 12. Ensure sustainable
production patterns.

consumption

and

Goal 13. Take urgent action to combat climate change
and its impacts.
Goal 14. Conserve and sustainably use the
oceans, seas and marine resources for sustainable development.
Goal 15. Protect, restore and promote sustainable
use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably manage
forests, combat desertiﬁcation, halt and reverse land
degradation, and halt biodiversity loss.
Goal 16. Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide access
to justice for all, and build effective, accountable
and inclusive institutions at all levels.
Goal 17. Strengthen the means of implementation
and revitalise the global partnership for sustainable
development.

9.8 Signiﬁcantly increase access to information and
communications technology, and strive to provide universal
and affordable access to the Internet in least-developed
countries and landlocked developing countries and small
island developing states.
Goal 10. Reduce inequality within and among countries.
Goal 11. Make cities and human settlements inclusive,
safe, resilient and sustainable.
11.1 Ensure access for all to adequate, safe and affordable
housing and basic services, and upgrade slums.
11.2 Provide access to safe, affordable, accessible and sustainable
transport systems for all, improving road safety, notably by
expanding public transport, with special attention to the
needs of those in vulnerable situations, women, children,
persons with disabilities and older persons.
11.3 Enhance inclusive and sustainable urbanisation and capacity
for participatory, integrated and sustainable human
settlement planning and management in all countries.
11.4 Strengthen efforts to protect and safeguard the world’s
cultural and natural heritage.
11.5 Signiﬁcantly reduce the number of deaths and the number
of people affected, and substantially decrease the direct
economic losses relative to global gross domestic product
caused by disasters, including water-related disasters, with
a focus on protecting the poor and people in vulnerable
situations.
11.6 Reduce the adverse per capita environmental impact of
cities, including by paying special attention to air quality
and municipal and other waste management.

Predicting the future by 230

__________________________________
For the full Agenda, please visit:
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/post2015/transformingourworld/publication
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Solar water heating

Maintenance
Maintenance costs for solar water heating systems are generally very low. Most solar water heating systems come with a ﬁve-year or
ten-year warranty and require little maintenance. Once ﬁtted your installer should leave written details of any maintenance checks
that you can carry out from time to time to ensure everything is working properly.
Perhaps the most important thing for you to check for is whether there are any leaks. If you notice this you should contact your
installer. If you are not getting hot water or the solar pipe work is cold when the pump is running on warm, sunny days then you
should contact your installer. For your peace of mind some after installation we offer an annual service check at a small cost.You
should have your system checked more thoroughly every 3-7 years, or as speciﬁed. It is likely that after this period of time, the other
thing that you should check is the pump.
At Balton Uganda Limited we supply, install and Maintain solar water heating systems in varying sizes as shown in the table below

Household Sizes

Assumed System Size

Comments

3 person household

150 liters /one panel

Supplying water to one Bathroom

4 person household
5 person household

200 litres /one panel
300 litres /two panel

Supplying water to Two/Three Bathrooms
Supplying water to Two / Three Bathrooms

6 person household

300 litres /two panel

Supplying water to Two / Three Bathrooms

We design Households Systems and Commercial Systems depending on need, as illustrated in the pictures.

What is Solar Water Heating?
Solar water heating systems use free heat from the sun to
warm domestic hot water. An electric heater can be used to
make the water hotter, or to provide hot water when solar
energy (Sun) is unavailable.
The advantage of using solar water heaters is; you have a reliable
source of hot water throughout the year. The system works all
year round, reduced energy bills. Sunlight is free, so once you’ve
paid for the initial cost of installation your hot water costs will
be reduced. There is a lower carbon footprint. Solar hot water
is a clean, green, renewable heating system and reduces carbon
dioxide emissions.

How do solar water heating systems work?
Solar water heating systems use solar panels, called collectors,
ﬁtted to your roof.These collect heat from the sun and use it to
heat up water which is stored in a water cylinder/tank. All solar
water systems have an electric heater that is can be used as a
back-up to heat the water during the cloudy days, to further
reach the temperature you want.
There are two types of solar water heating panels: Flat plate
collectors,
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(which can be ﬁxed on the roof tiles or integrated into the
roof) Evacuated tubes
But the best solar collectors suitable to the Africa tropical
changing high temperatures, is the ﬂat panel type of collectors,
because they are not prone to sudden expansion and have a
wide surface area that is in contact with the sun, at any given
time.

Is solar water heating right for your home?
Things to consider
Do you have a sunny place to put solar panels? You’ll need
around ﬁve square metres of roof space which faces east to
West through South and receives direct sunlight for the most
part of the day. The panels don’t have to be mounted on a roof
however; they can be ﬁxed to a frame on a ﬂat roof or hang
from a wall. Panels are preferably ﬁxed on the roof, for full
exposure to sun rays.

Written by Marianne Namanya - Public Relations and
Business Development manager Balton Uganda

Do you have space for a larger, or an extra, hot water cylinder? If
a dedicated solar cylinder/tank is not already installed then
you will usually need to replace the existing cylinder/Tank. But
usually the solar panels always come with its cylinder in a set.
A competent accredited installer who will be able to assess
your home and help you choose the best setup to meet your need.
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‘‘ The best judge of your
ideas isn’t your boss it’s
your co-workers’’
In creative industries, employees are charged with
generating ideas, and managers pick which ones the
company will pursue. But new research shows that
model may leave some of the best ideas on the cutting
room ﬂoor.
To most accurately predict whether a concept will be
successful, ask the creator’s colleagues, said Stanford’s
Justin Berg, in a paper published last month. In an
experiment Berg conducted using Cirque du Soleil
staff, a group of creators “signiﬁcantly” out-performed
a group of managers in gauging how popular new
circus acts would be when seen by the general public
on video. In fact, bosses were no better than a panel
of ordinary observers, with no circus background, at
estimating the acts’ success.
History is littered with examples of promising ideas
that have been rejected, only to ﬂourish elsewhere.
The ﬁrst Harry Potter novel was turned down by 12
publishers before Bloomsbury took a chance on it
(and author J.K. Rowling is still being rejected). Star
Wars, the Pontiac Fiero and the ﬁrst Apple computer
are other notable examples of products managers
shot down or delayed.
Often the managers making the decisions are former
creators themselves, and that may be part of the
problem “as domain knowledge may lead individuals
to undervalue novel ideas,” Berg wrote. In other
words, managers know what was successful when
they were coming up with ideas, and tend to favor
what worked before, at the expense of new concepts.

While creators aren’t much better at judging their
own ideas (they tend to overvalue them), they are
good at evaluating the ideas of their peers. Berg
hypothesizes this is because creators are more likely
to engage in both divergent thinking—coming up with
new ideas—as well as convergent thinking—evaluating
them based on prior experience. Managers tend to do
mostly convergent thinking. Interestingly, employees
Berg calls “hybrids,” creators with some managerial
responsibility, scored in between the pure creators
and pure bosses. Essentially, as the job requires more
convergent thinking, employees lose their ability to
predict success.
So what does this mean for companies looking to
proﬁt from more great ideas? Perhaps they should
rethink having managers serve as the sole gatekeepers,
and give creators a voice in what ideas get promoted.
Maybe it’s time for the inmates to help run the asylum.
Written by Oliver Stale – QUARTZ AFRICA

Kick off meeting

I am a fan of the English Premier league. For those of you that
delight in a game of soccer you can relate with that moment
when your team and a ﬁerce opponent are on either side of
the pitch.
Recently I chaired a kick off meeting intended to ﬂag off an
assignment which will involve the development of a water and
sewerage system for two towns a distance of 50 kilometers
apart. This is an eight month lump sum consulting assignment.
The contract for this assignment (a feasibility and pre-design
study) had been signed 45 days earlier, and a clause in the
contract stated that work shall commence as soon as the
consultant has received an advance payment or at the elapse
of 45 days from the date of contract signature; whichever came
earlier. In this particular case the meeting was convened because
the 45 day period had elapsed without a formal request for an
advance payment from the consultant.

One of my superiors once told me that very few people have
the time to keep records but everyone has time to look for
information such as “what was discussed at a certain meeting”.
Records provide you with objective evidence to an event. You
just never know when a record you kept could prevent you
from being sucked.

3. Conﬁrmation of the availability of key experts
At these kind of meetings, the consultant might suggest a
change/replacement of staff “claiming” that they have since
become unavailable. The reasons that will most likely be
presented to the client are;
The expert has fallen ill.

In the past I have been part of the client’s team at a number
of kick off meetings and this in my own experience is what to
expect and how to conduct a successful kick off meeting.

Mr. X or Mrs. Y is currently engaged on another assignment
which is due to be ﬁnalized soon or more politely put he/she
will be available at a later date.

1. Power of attorney
Prior to the start of the meeting, take keen interest in who is
representing either party. From the client’s or consultant’s end,
there should be someone with power of attorney otherwise
whatever is discussed will not be binding. During this meeting
both parties were represented by duly authorised people from
both parties.

2. Record keeping
As the meeting progressed, the minutes of the proceedings was
taken. It is very good practice to have these minutes signed
on the same day of the meeting because the content that has
been discussed is usually fresh in the minds of all the members
present. Prior to signing the minutes it is important for all the
parties to the contract to proof read the draft minutes. The
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minutes of this particular meeting were signed off by both
parties a few days later.

Why does this happen? At times the date for contract signing
is delayed on the client’s end. Noticing this, the consultant
will most likely opt to re-deploy his experts to an alternative
assignment. On the other hand it is the intention of some
consulting agencies to front a strong team of experts at the
tender stage and later on deploy others to the project once the
contract has been signed.
In such a scenario, if the alternative experts being proposed are
equivalent or better than those proposed at the tender stage
they are usually accepted. At this particular kick off meeting the
consultant conﬁrmed that all the key experts proposed at the
tender stage were available for the assignment.
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4. Mobilisation and deployment of key experts.
As the meeting progressed an issue that came up from the client
was an inquiry into the strategy that the consultant planned to
adopt to capture sufﬁcient information to inform his feasibility
and pre - design study. Of particular interest to the client was
the fact that since the consultant was required to propose
amendments to an already existing water and sewerage system,
his experts would have to spend considerable time in the ﬁeld
(project area) in order to get intimate with the infrastructure
on ground.This determines what quality of product you will get.
From my experience working with a number of consultant’s,
it is possible to detect from a consultant’s feasibility study and
subsequently their design report that his team of experts have
actually visited the project area, or they have forged a design
behind closed doors and ﬁnalized their submission to the client
using photographic imaging software. After the discussion an
agreement was reached between both parties on how the key
experts would be deployed to the project area.

others who are not as competent. In this case, the consultant
was guided on the type, format and quality of reporting that
was expected of them and the lines of communication to follow
for all future project related correspondences. The client also
introduced the staff who had been assigned to work with the
consultant.
It was also agreed by both parties that the date of the kick off
meeting (commencement date) would be the date from which
the timelines for all the key deliverables expected from this
assignment would be pegged.

6.The schedule of deliverables

Event
During the month of December 2015 UACE organized a
luncheon and training sponsored by AutoDesk and Ideat
Technologies Ltd. The luncheon gave an opportunity to the
participants to have an insight of the variety of soft wares
offered by Autodesk. Training was centered on Computer
Aided Road Design Applications (AutoCAD Civil 3D). The
training was hands on and many that participated appreciated
the value added to their knowledge of AutoCAD. This year the
association will organize another training

As the meeting reached a climax, a schedule of deliverables
was drafted and agreed upon by both parties. This clearly spelt
out the outputs required from the consultant and the client’s
ﬁnancial obligation on receipt and acceptance of the same. This
was represented in a tabular form as indicated in Table 1 below.

NCF- Training- Computer Aided Road Design Applications

5. Guidance from the client
Prior to commencement of work, the consultant was given
general guidance on how to proceed with the assignment. Quite
often consultants get side tracked and go off tangent from the
start putting the entire project in jeopardy. This problem is
further compounded when key experts have been replaced by

NCF- Training- Computer Aided Road Design Applications

Table 1: Schedule of deliverables and payments due on acceptance of deliverables
Payment No. On submission of
1
2
3
4

Inception Report
Conceptual Design Report
Feasibility Study Report
Final Pre-Design Report

Duration from Commencement Date
Month
Month
Month
Month

1
2
6
8

Total

NCF- Training- Computer Aided Road Design Applications The
19th Annual General Meeting (AGM) was successfully held
at the National Water and Sewerage Corporation (NWSC)
International Resource Centre (IREC) on the 25th of February
2016. The AGM was attended by 15 member ﬁrms out of
the 22 ﬁrms of the association. Reports were presented by
the Council and there was also a brief presentation from the
Young Professional Forum (YPF). The AGM was pleased with
the progress of the Council hence they were awarded another
term in ofﬁce to ensure continuity of some of the pending
issues raised.

Percentage of contract sum to be paid
10%
20%
40%
30%
100%

7. Conclusion
Unlike the meeting of two opponents at a football ground
whose intention is to dominate and eventually triumph over the
other, this meeting set the tone for the assignment and ensured
that each of the parties to the contract clearly understood
their obligations. In my opinion this was a successful meeting.

NCF- Training- Computer Aided Road Design Applications

UP COMING EVENTS!
1.

Copyright 2016 The Builders’ Garage. Permission to use this
article or quotations from it is granted subject to appropriate
credit being given to thebuildersgarage.com as the source.

2.

3.
UACE LUNCHEON WITH AUTODESK

UGANDA ASSOCIATION OF
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

UACE Annual Stakeholders Dinner 2016, the dinner is
taking place on Friday 1st April at the Kampala Serena
Hotel.
During the month of April 2016 the Young Professionals
Forum will conduct an outreach to Ndejje University,
to encourage and share their experiences with students
studying Engineering Courses.
FIDIC Module 1 and 2 Training to be conducted from
2nd to 5th May 2016 at Silver Springs Hotel – Bugolobi.
The fee per module is 800USD for Member ﬁrms and
900USD for non-Member ﬁrms. For more information
kindly contact the Secretariat.
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Stressing slaughter
bound animals affects
meat quality

UACE 2016-2017
COUNCIL MEMBERS

stressing event. Short periods of stress cause pale soft exudative
meat, with low water holding capacity. Prolonged stress leads to
darker coloured, dry, tough and sticky meat.
It has also been documented that the more animals are
stressed, the more likely they are to shed disease causing
bacteria like Salmonellae, in their faeces .Their faeces then
contaminate them, as well as other cattle in the same pen or
truck. Dirty trucks, and abattoirs also add bacteria to the skin,
hair and hooves of animals. So if the abattoir’s hygiene and meat
handling procedure is poor, then the meat is a potential health
risk to the public.

There is increasing awareness lately on the treatment of animals
and their general welfare. Slaughter bound animals, whether
beef cattle, goats, pigs or chicken are no exception. They too
deserve proper handling and care before slaughter, otherwise
their meat quality will be at risk.
Stress to animals is simply a state of strain. It mainly occurs during
catching, loading, transportation, ofﬂoading and before slaughter.
It may be psychological or physical in nature. Psychological
stress in this context arises from improper restraint and
handling of animals. Physical stress arises from injury, fatigue,
thirst, hunger and exposure to extreme temperatures. Physical
injury due to trauma from sharp or blunt objects during rough
handling or striking by people, slipping on dangerous surfaces,
fatigue from transportation and ﬁghts within animals are the
commonest in Uganda.
Meat quality is determined by its physical attributes, nutritional
content, microbiological content and sometimes its ethical
value.
Stress subjected to animals can inﬂuence the physical quality
of meat and the extent of microbial contamination. This then
makes it of lesser value and a potential health risk to meat
consumers.
Stress is known to increase the concentration of stress
hormones in the animal’s blood circulation. These cause
depletion of energy reserves in the animal’s muscles before
slaughter. The results is decreased acid which manifests as dark
red or black colouration in the meat. The extent of energy
reserve depletion depends on the severity and duration of the

UGANDA ASSOCIATION OF
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

Eng. Alex Turihobwe
Chairman

Eng. Karuma Kagyina
Vice Chairman

Eng. Joseph Nsimbe
Secretary General

Tamp Blessed 3MS-JV Ltd

Infrastructure Projects Ltd

ILISO Consulting (Pty) Ltd

Ms. Betty Nakamya
Honorary Treasure

Eng. Stephen Kawuma
Member

Eng. Joel Kyobe
Member

Eng. Cripus Omuut
Member

Eng.Micheal Ntimba
Member

The solution is to however manage the process from the
farm to slaughter. It is possible to minimise the level of stress
experienced by the animals. The major options are;
Feeding the animals an energy rich diet prior to slaughter to
boost the eventual meat quality. Feeding on high quality green
pastures for at least 2 to 3 weeks before slaughter can be
helpful.
Adopting better ways of handling animals and control of their
environment pre-slaughter is very important. Some of the
procedures here include; avoiding excessive handling, resting
cows for a minimum of two hours pre-slaughter after prolonged
transportation, providing animals with water on arrival,
reducing irritating noises, equipping abattoir facilities with nonslip ﬂoors, training of animal handlers on better ways to treat
animals, ensuring safety along with proper stocking densities
during transportation, using the shortest less bumpy routes and
avoiding moving animals in severely hot or cold weather.

KOM Consult Ltd

Associated Engineering
Services Ltd

MBW Consulting Ltd

By. Dr Sewagudde Samuel
The writer is a Veterinary Doctor,
Consultant in Livestock farming

Newplan Ltd

Gauff Consultants (U) Ltd

Mr. Daniel Luzinda
Serwawudde
Member
Kagga & Partners Ltd
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UACE MEMBERS DIRECTORY
1ST March 2015
COMPANY

AREAS OF SPECIALIZATION

ADDRESS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plot 27 Binayomba Road, Bugolobi, Kampala
P.O Box 22428, Kampala
Tel: +256-414-268466
Email: mail@awe-engineers.com
Website: www.awe-engineers.com
Contact person: Eng. Lammeck Kajubi

Creek Consult ltd

AIR WATER EARTH LTD

a

Road/Highway design
Civil/Structural engineering design
CDM/Carbon Audits
Oil & gas services
Cleaner production
Noise pollution
Environmental Monitoring, testing and analysis
Occupation health and safety
Pollution control equipment
Sold waste, water & sanitation, Air pollution
Site remediation
EIA & Environmental audits

• Technical Audits / Value for Money Assessments
for on-going and completed infrastructure
projects;
• Project / Programme Reviews (both Mid-Term
and End-Term Evaluations);
• Conducting Technical Evaluation of bids and
tenders;
• Undertaking Administrative Reviews on behalf
of Procurement bodies;
• People Advisory Services (Training in
Engineering audit for non-engineering personnel
such as ﬁnancial accountants), job evaluations,
recruitment of personnel, development, review
of HR Manuals etc.);
• Local Governance Capacity assessments,
training / mentoring.

Plot 1499 Lubowa Estate.
P.O. Box 26600 Kampala
Tel: +256-414-572021
Fax: +256-414-572021
E-mail: info@creekconsult.com

•
•
•
•
•
•

Plot 1834 White House Close, Muyenga
P.O Box 24843, Kampala Uganda
Tel: +256 414-510888
Fax: +256 414-510666
Email: kampala@fbwgroup.com
Website: www.fbwgroup.com
Contact Person: Eng. Joseph Debuni

Contact Person: Eng. Patrick Rusongoza

FBW Uganda Limited
Surveying
Architectural services
Engineering services
Project management
Telecommunication
Consultancy services

ASSOCIATED ENGINEERING SERVICES (AES)
GAUFF CONSULTANTS (U) LTD
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Structural Engineering \design
Civil/ Structural engineering
design-Roads and Bridges
Supervision
Project planning and management
Feasibility studies
Geotechnical Assessment of Ground Condition
for Foundation designs

Plot 8-10 Jinja Road. Suite 5.10, Second
ﬂoor-Uganda House
P.O. Box 23931, Kampala
Tel: +256 414 342 499
Fax: +256 414 342 499
Email: stephenkawuma25@gmail.com
Contact person: Eng. Kawuma Stephen

AURECON ENGINEERING (U) Ltd.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Infrastructure Consultants
Civil, Geotechnical & Environmental
Structural Engineering and Services
Development Services and Project Management
Transportation
Electrical & Mechanical
Contract Management & Materials
Information Technology
Training & Communications

Plot 7B Acacia Avenue 2 ﬂoor,
novations House.
P. O. Box 10631, Kampala
Tel: +256-41-254024
+256312 260324
Fax: +256-41-345984
E-mail: uganda@aurecongroup.com
Web site: http://www.aurecongroup.com
Contact Person: Mr. Fidel Omiat
nd

COWI (U) LTD
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technical Assistance
Design
Development Planning
Supervision and contract management
Programme formulation
Training, capacity building and human resources
development
• Master planning and feasibility studies
• Monitoring and evaluation
• Financial and organisational analyses

UGANDA ASSOCIATION OF
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

Plot 3 Portal Avenue, 2nd Floor
Crusader House
P. O. Box 10591, Kampala Uganda
Tel: +256-414-343045
Fax: +256-414-343243
E-mail: cowi@cowi.co.ug
Contact Person: Eng. Marcus Mattam

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transport, Roads and Railways
Water Supply and Sanitation
Town and Regional Planning
Agriculture and Rural Development
Environment
Industrial Engineering and Architectural Design
Signaling and Telecommunication

GEM ENGINEERING CO. LTD
• Electrical and Mechanical Engineering
• Consultancy Services

INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS LIMITED (IPL)
• Structural engineering
• Civil engineering
• Bridges
• Geotechnical investigations,
• Materials testing
• Project planning
•Project management
•Tender and contract documentation
•Construction supervision and management
•Engineering audits
TEQ CONSULTS LIMITED

•
•
•
•
•

Project Management
Contract management
Claims management
Cost control management
Technical assistance in development of Contract
Documents
• Master plans and feasibility case studies
• Valued Engineering

Plot 53, Upper Kololo Terrace
P. O. Box 201, Kampala Uganda
Tel: +256-414-236798 / +256-312-266799
Fax: +256-41-259508
E-mail: jbgkla@starcom.co.ug,
Website: www.gauff.com/uganda /
www.gauff.co.ug
Contact Person: Eng. Francis X. Kasendwa
Plot 2D/E Nakasero Hill Road
P.O Box 22809, Kampala Uganda
Tel: +256-414-258380
Tel: +256-414-341092
Emaill: gemeng@utlonline.co.ug,
Catherine@gemengineering.co.ug
Website: www.gemengineering.co.ug
Contact person: Eng. Richard Drakuma
2nd Floor, Eseza House, UMA Show
Grounds, Lugogo
P.O Box 33224, Kampala Uganda
Tel: +256-312 515262 / +256-312 262728
E-mail: info@ipluganda.com
Contact person: Eng. Kagyina Karuma

Plot 752 Hill rise Bunamwaya, off Zana
P. O. Box 9771, Kampala Uganda
Tel: +256-794-754-579
E-mail: info@teqconsult.net
Website: www.teqconsult.net
Contact person: Eng. Peter L. Otteskov
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ILISO CONSULTING (Pty) LTD
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transportation, Trafﬁc and Highway Engineering
Pavement Engineering
Construction/ Project Management
Environmental Engineering
Bridge Engineering
Structural Engineering
Building Construction
Geotechnical engineering
Water supply and sanitation
Waste management

Plot 1346, block 220, Banda
P. O. Box 21291, Kampala Uganda
Tel: +256-200-902640
Email: info@iliso.com,
andre.rossow@iliso.com
Website: www.iliso.ug
Contact Person: Eng. Andre Rossouw

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Urban and Rural Water Supply
Water Resource Management
Hydro-power Generation and Irrigation Dams
Waste Water Management
Solid Waste Management
Roads - trunk, urban and rural
Structural and Foundation engineering
Infrastructure for housing and industrial estates
Institutional strengthening and restructuring

Plot 2 Bandali Rise, Bugolobi
P. O. Box 6583, Kampala Uganda
Tel: +256-414-220279
Fax: +256-414-220208
Email: mail@kaggapartners.com
Contact Person: Eng. Peter Magambo

•
•
•
•
•

Roads and highways
Structures and Buildings
Water Supply and Public Health
Environmental and Social Sciences
Geo-technical and Hydrological Engineering

Plot 7 Kome Cresent, Luzira
, Kampala
P.O Box 40108 Kampala Uganda
Tel: +256 414 323666
Fax: +256 414 323666
Email: kom@infocom.co.ug
Contact Person: Ms. Betty Nakamya

KAGGA & PARTNERS LTD

KOM CONSULT LTD

MBW CONSULTING ENGINEERS
• Engineering Infrastructure Development
• Strategic planning
• Institutional Development and Capacity Building
• Social-Economic and Governance Studies
• Structural and Civil Design and Construction
Supervision
• Energy Development and Environmental Impact
Studies
• Water Supply System Design and Sanitation
Engineering
• Highways and Transportation
• Project Management
• Environmental Engineering
• Master plan preparation for Infrastructure
Development including Community Mobilization
• Management of Expectations in Infrastructure
Development
• Project Formulation
MULTI-KONSULTS

PROMAN CONSULT LTD

UGANDA ASSOCIATION OF
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

Plot 107 Kiira Road
P. O. Box 8493, Kampala
Tel: +256-414-540140
Fax: +256-41-540131
E-mail: mutenga@mbw.co.ug
Contact Person: Eng. Patrick Batumbya

• TElectrical and Mechanical Engineering Building
Services
• Energy Studies
• Agriculture Schemes
• Environment Studies
• Electric Power Systems Planning and Load
Studies

Address: 29 Clement Hill Road
P. O. Box 5390, Kampala Uganda
Tel: +256-414-341321
Fax: +256-414-232836
E-mail: mkvolts@mail.com,
multikonsults@multikonsults.com
Website: www.multikonsults.com
Contact Person: Eng. Dr. Abel M. Katahoire

•Project Development and Management
•Project design and management
•Construction supervision
•Feasibility and economic studies
•Provision of professional engineering advice
•Planning studies

Plot 799 Kabusu Rd, Rubaga
P. O. Box 7810, Kampala, Uganda
Tel: +256-414-271929/ 0392-778211
Tel: +256-414-271495/ 272023
E-mail: proman@proman.co.ug OR
jmuchiri@proman.co.ug
Contact Person: Eng. John Muchiri

MULTIPLAN CONSULTING ENGINEERS
• Water Supply
• Roads and Infrastructure
• Bridges and Structures
• Sewerage and Waste Water Treatment

PROMAN CONSULTANTS LTD
• Project Development and Management
• Project Management
• Water Supply and Sanitation Engineering
• Highways Engineering
• Civil and Structural Engineering
• Transportation Planning and Designing
• Electrical and Mechanical Industrial Engineering
• Quality Assurance
• Environmental Engineering
• Geotechnical Engineering
• Surveying and Mapping
• Institutional and Individual Industrial Capacity
Development
SEKA ASSOCIATES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project Management and Planning
Civil and Structural Engineering
Site and Service Schemes
Highways and Transportation Engineering
Water Supply and Waste Disposal
Geotechnical Services
Materials Testing
Architectural, Quantity Surveying and Electrical
Engineering (in close association with other
ﬁrms)

•
•
•
•
•

Power and Renewable Energy
Architecture and Building Services
Transport
Environment and Natural Resource Management
Water and Sanitation

NEWPLAN LIMITED

TAMP BLESSED 3MS JV LTD
• Institutional Development and capacity Building
• social-Economic and Governance studies
• Architectural, Structural and civil Design and
Construction Supervision
• Energy Development and Environment Impact
Studies
• Water supply system design and sanitation
engineering
• Highways and transportation
• Project management
• Health, safety and environment engineering
• Master plan preparation for general
infrastructure development including
• Management of expectations in infrastructure
development
• Project Formulation
• Land surveying mapping
• Geotechnical surveys
TECHNOLOGYCONSULTS LIMITED
•
•
•
•
•
•

Building Consultancy Services
Land Surveying
Information Technology
Civil Works
Expert Technical Services
Project Management

Plot 668 block 8 in Kamanya road Mackay zone - Mengo
P. O. Box 12557, Kampala Uganda
Tel: +256-41-530155/+256-772-406291
Fax: +256-41-530156
E-mail: multiplan@utlonline.co.ug
Contact person: Eng. Albert Muloiti

Innovations House
Plot 7B Acacia Avenue
Postal address: P. O. Box 24934,
Kampala Uganda
Tel:: +256-414-345544
Fax: +256-414-345149
E-mail: prome@promeconsult.com
Contact Person: Eng. Hubert Robert
Kibuuka

SURE House Bombo Road
P. O. Box 1354, Kampala Uganda
Tel: +256-414-256455
Fax:+256-414-342729
E-mail: seka@sekaassociates.com, sekag@

1st Floor, Crusader House, Plot No. 3,
Portal Avenue
P.O Box 7544, Kampala Uganda
Tel: +256-414-340244/5,
Fax: +256-414-257861
Email: info@newplan.ug
Contact Person: Mr. Lawrence Levy Omulen
Plot 129A Salim bay Road, Ntinda
P.O Box 6780, Kampala Uganda
Tel: +256-312-515069
email: table3ms@gmail.com
Contact person: Eng. Andrew Tadhuba

1st Floor, room 200 CEDAT Building,
Makerere University
P. O. Box 26690, Kampala Uganda
Tel: +256-414-540618
Fax: +256-414-542377
E-mail: techcons@teco.co.ug
Web Page: www.teco.co.ug
Contact person: Eng. Dr. Kariko Buhwezi
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